
The nature of this project is to create a smartphone app that records and 
logs all expenses and categorise them into its suitable place, making it as  
friendly and simple to the user, also logs vehicle travel to help with  
tracking travel routes and calculate their ratio of personal and business use. These  
feature will incorporate the use of GPS tracking, Image Scanning and access 
to various necessary database. The inspiration behind the idea is from the  
process and confusion that I have when it comes to my expense claims.  
I realise that there was a lot of unnecessary steps to take which could be  
simplified or digitalised. Having to manually record a travel log and  
organising expenses could be very tedious and time consuming for most small 
to medium sized businesses.

Ledger enables business owners to complete everyday accounting without  
hassle on your mobile smart device. Studying psychological views of UX  
design such as the limitations of users minds, how users would not want 
to work or think too much on app functionality (The Psychologist’s view if 
UX Design, 2010) and how I will intend to follow through and re-assure the  
design is when the fully functional app is completed, I will be incorporating user  
testing and Beta versions to get feedback from public. Using existing smart 
phone functions, such as: GPS tracking, Camera and Voice Recording/
Recognition, this will make this app kept up to date with the latest use of  
technology and enhances the simplicity of User experience. Reading into  
Colour Psychology and how it effects people’s emotional responses and their 
views (How to use Color Psychology to give your business an edge, 2014) 
and using the online colour scheme designer (Paletton – colour scheme  
designer, 2002), I have concluded with a specific theme for my app that has  
psychological implications of trust, dependability, efficiency, simplicity etc. 
(Colour meanings in business, n.d., para 11, 12 & 20). In addition the colours 
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that have been chosen also portrays a modern look which is referenced from 
the colour combination chart in the book by Shigenobu Kobayashi (Color Im-
age scale, 1990, page 11).

In relation to the brief “place”, Ledger complies by multiple use of the GPS 
function, which help with tracking user’s route and location of the places user 
is travelling to and the place you have been. Allowing you to choose from  
entering the destination or “plug and play” option, the route will be tracked 
in real time and by having voice recognition in route, users are able to  
differentiate your travel type. The location of the business will also be obtained 
to help with any expenses from abroad to be logged in a different array of  
category. 
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